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Content designers decide where, 
when and how to get information to 
people, based on research and data.



Pub quiz!













xamples of manipulated stats (to show not to make assumptions 
using only data)



More than 80% of dentists 
recommend Colgate



More than 80% of dentists 
recommend Colgate

More than 80% of dentists 
recommend lots of brands



Don’t take statistics at 
face value – look beyond 
the headlines



1. Why are you here?

2. Case study: why we removed the most 
visited page on a website

3. Case study: using insight to fix design 

4. Using evidence about people to make 
good content decisions

5. Selling it to your stakeholders

6. What you can do tomorrow
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70,000 visits a month = 
brilliant page?



No one was looking for it



No one was reading it









No one knew what it was for



“There appears to be no information about 

giving notice to your employer.”

“It’s all statutory rights — I just want to know 

about my maternity.”

“It’s just information.”



There has to be a better way 
to solve people’s problems



Hypothesis: removing this page would 
mean we could solve more people’s 
problems, more quickly and efficiently



Icon credit: Iaili on Noun Project



No drop off in traffic – people still 
finding Citizens Advice on Google



People got better search results 
first time – and stayed longer



The lesson: measure 
success based on the 
outcome for the user



Traffic, visits, time spent, page 
views - these are not outcomes
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We saw there was an issue and the 
scale of that issue. 

But, not why people were behaving in 
that way, or how to resolve it.



Here’s someone we spoke to: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwEFijOWDYwSd1EHuf1L96CE
CKVQTAL3/view?ts=5aa917d1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwEFijOWDYwSd1EHuf1L96CECKVQTAL3/view?ts=5aa917d1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwEFijOWDYwSd1EHuf1L96CECKVQTAL3/view?ts=5aa917d1


“Christ, I have to do all this before I  
find out what the rest looks like”



“I’m not happy about them wanting 
all of this information, without 
getting something back…”



Hypothesis: if we show users some of 
the service first, they’ll be more likely 
to commit to the service. 

We’ll know this is true when we’ve 
reduced drop out.







Gradually engaging with users before 
asking for personal details increased 
click through from 32% to 53% 



Use a combination of analytics and 
user research to create a fuller 
picture



Be humble



Use hypotheses to test 
assumptions
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Question what your data is 
telling you







Find out about people 
- not just numbers





Numbers and analytics can let you 
know there is a problem, and the scale.

People can show you why.



It’s cyclical - people can also show you 
things you need to validate or 
understand with data.



Talking to people isn’t as 
arduous as you might think



5 is the magic number



“after the fifth user, you are wasting 
your time by observing the same 
findings repeatedly but not learning 
much new”





Ask the right questions



Which of these website 
colour schemes do you like?



How likely is it you’ll sign up to 
this service at our new, low prices?



How does [x] product 
compare to [y] 
product?



Work out what you need to 
fix and how you’ll know it’s 
successful



Traffic, visits, time spent 
are not signs of success 
or outcomes



A good outcome is people 
being able to get what they 
need quickly and easily
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Uh-oh, this feels like a 
scary decision...



Objections are opportunities - 
they show your stakeholders care



1. It’s not about you – let your evidence 
do the arguing



2. If you don’t try, you’ll never know – 
argue for a test



3. It’s not admitting defeat – sometimes 
letting things go a bit bad can prove 
there’s a better way
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What are you going to 
do on Monday to solve 
your problem?



1. Don’t rely on one measurement

2. Measure things that matter

3. Don’t assume, research

4. Let your evidence do the arguing

5. Write for humans, not for data



More words about all this kinda stuff:

contentdesign.london/blog

digitalblog.coop.co.uk 

wearecitizensadvice.org.uk 

nngroup.com/articles 

http://contentdesign.london/blog/
https://digitalblog.coop.co.uk/


Thank you

@hannahhorton and @jo_scho



Write down something you’ve 
learned in 13 words or fewer



Fin.


